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BTO Surrey News  
The newsletter for BTO members and volunteers in Surrey  

Autumn 2020 

Welcome to this newsletter for BTO members and volunteers in Surrey.  
 
I have just been looking at the Spring 2020 newsletter and cannot believe that there was no 
mention made of Coronavirus. Since then it has, of course, had a huge effect on all of our lives 
and, relevant to the BTO, on our ability to carry out certain surveys over the spring and summer.  In 
particular the 2020 Breeding Waders of Wet Meadows survey did not take place at all after Allan 
Goddard had put so much work into recruiting surveyors for Surrey. 
 

 

More on why I 
have included a 
picture of a  
Bullfinch on 
page 8 
of this 
newsletter. 
 
Photo supplied 
by the BTO 
being taken by 
John Harding  

 
Back in late February Debbie Hodges (one of my Regional Ambassadors) and I went on a BTO 
training course in Tunbridge Wells. The purpose of the course was to encourage us to lead walks 
and hold events for BTO members and volunteers in Surrey. Debbie and I were very enthused by 
the course and, travelling on the train back home, thought it would be a good idea to carry out a 
survey of members and volunteers in Surrey to see what type of events might be popular. Within a 
couple of weeks, with Covid-19, everything had changed.  Since then, like many of you, I have 
spent much time trying to work out what I can and cannot do and cancelling many trips out of the 
house. 
 
However, earlier this week, came the news that a vaccine has been found that works! It is clearly 
still going to be a long time before we are back to normal but it does seem to make it an 
appropriate time to ask you, as a member and/or volunteer, what you would like the BTO team in 
Surrey to provide for you. Once we know your views we can start planning for 2021. 
 
We may not be able to hold an indoor meetings for some time but BTO HQ have been running 
training events via Zoom and I know the BTO team in Cornwall have run an event using 
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Googlemeet so opportunities are there. To help with our survey please follow this link 

https://tinyurl.com/y2m3pkxg  and answer the questions. It should only take you a few minutes.  

Some members and volunteers receive this newsletter as a printed copy as they do not have an 
email address. If you are one of these people and you would like to provide some feedback on 
what the BTO in Surrey can do for you then, at the end of this newsletter, the questions are 
reproduced so that you can supply your answers and send them through to me. 
 
However the purpose of this newsletter is not just to ask you to provide feedback on what the BTO 
team in Surrey can do for you but also provide a Surrey update you on surveys and other events.  
 

House Martins 
 

The House Martins released by the Wildlife Aid Foundation, Leatherhead 

 

Thank you to everyone who 
responded to my email about 
where it might be possible to 
release the late brood of young 
House Martins.   

The two young House Martins 
(shown opposite) were released 
from Newlands Corner at 10:00 
Friday morning as some had 
been seen at Silent Pool the 
day before. The two youngsters 
“shot off like little rockets, last 
seen wheeling upwards 
together.”  Let’s hope they have 
now made it to Africa.   

 

 

A Previous Survey in Surrey  
Using citizen science to assess drivers of Common House Martin breeding performance  
House Martin numbers in the UK have declined by 39% over a 25 year period, but it is unclear 
why. This small hirundine is a summer visitor that spends the winter months in an unknown part of 
sub-Saharan Africa, returning to build their cup-shaped nests under the eaves of buildings during 
April and May.  
 
In the 2016 and 2017 breeding seasons, BTO ran the House Martin Nest Study which involved 
members of the public monitoring the breeding behaviour of House Martins nesting close to where 
they lived.  
 
41 sites were registered in Surrey and these are the sites I could locate which had active nests: 
 

Site Location No of nests Date of last visit 

Godalming, GU7 2 15/09/2017 

Guildford, GU2 4 19/08/2017 

Denbies, Dorking RH5 19 26/09/2017 

Headley Park, Epsom KT18 15 01/09/2017 

Peper Harow 5 No date 

Littleton Manor Farm, Reigate RH2 2 04/07/17 

Chobham 15 10/09/2017 

Reris Grange Road, Milford 9 18/07/2017 

https://tinyurl.com/y2m3pkxg
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The BTO has now published a paper analysing the results for the whole country and you can find a 
summary here https://www.bto.org/our-science/publications/peer-reviewed-papers/using-citizen-
science-assess-drivers-common-house the full open-access paper being cited under “Fun Fact 
Sources” at the end of the newsletter.  
 

Current Surveys 
 
The Wetland Bird Survey (WeBS) 
 
This survey is able to carry on despite the current lockdown.  Initially the BTO guidance, issued in 
early November, was that the survey could take place as long as it was on land to which the public 
had access. Some of the major sites in Surrey and South-West London do not allow public access 
(such as the Thames Water reservoirs) so some surveyors were going to be disappointed. 
However, just before Sunday 15th November (the November survey date) the BTO changed its 
guidance to allow access to all sites as long as the landowner gave permission.  The change being 
on the basis that any survey related to voluntary and charitable work. This is great news. 
 

 

Mytchett Gravel Pit is 
looking for a surveyor.  
 
When I visited this site in 
August as well as both Little 
and Great Crested Grebes 
being present, Swallows, 
House Martins and Sand 
Martins were feeding there 
too. 

 
As the current lockdown is not quite as restrictive as the previous one it also means that there is no 
reason why, if you would like to get involved in this survey, you could not go out and check out a 
site that needs a surveyor. The sites below are looking for surveyors : 
 

10K Unit Unit Code Grid Ref 

SU83 Critchmere Ponds 23043 SU881332 

SU83 Shottermill Ponds (W Sussex) 23015 SU881334 

SU84 Badshot Lea 17064 SU862490 

SU84 Swamp in Moor Park 23321 SU865465 

SU85 Frimley J N Lakes  23722 SU879569 

SU85 Frimley J South Lake  23721 SU881565 

SU85 Greatbottom Flash 23016 SU895532 

SU85 Mytchett Gravel Pit 23222 SU885546 

SU86 RMA Lakes 23008 SU862606 

SU94 Winkworth Arboretum 23041 SU995413 

SU95 Brookwood Country Park 23017 SU963575 

TQ04 Silent Pool & Sherborne Pond 23048 TQ060485 

TQ05 Clandon Park Lakes 23023 TQ039523 

https://www.bto.org/our-science/publications/peer-reviewed-papers/using-citizen-science-assess-drivers-common-house
https://www.bto.org/our-science/publications/peer-reviewed-papers/using-citizen-science-assess-drivers-common-house
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10K Unit Unit Code Grid Ref 

TQ06 Basingstoke Canal -Sheerwater to R Wey 23312 TQ034610 

TQ06 Feltham Piscatorial 23263 TQ030696 

TQ07 R Thames - Staines Bridge 23304 TQ032715 

TQ13 Vann Lake 23065 TQ156395 

TQ14 Bury Hill Lake 23071 TQ151480 

TQ14 Milton Court Dorking 23072 TQ155495 

TQ14 Ockley Court Lake 23068 TQ156404 

TQ14 Park Farm Reservoir (Nr Capel) 23069 TQ164414 

TQ16 R Thames - Hampton Bridge 24307 TQ150687 

TQ16 R Thames - Hurst Park to Molesey Reservoir 24311 TQ133691 

TQ16 R Thames - Kingston to Hampton Bridge 24306 TQ173676 

TQ16 R Thames - Sunbury Weir to Rivermead Island 23314 TQ107685 

TQ17 R Thames - Barnes to Kew 24302 TQ198769 

TQ17 R Thames - Teddington to Kingston 24305 TQ178704 

TQ24 Green Farm Lakes 23035 TQ210404 

TQ24 Newdigate 23051 TQ205427 

TQ26 Ewell Court Pond 23094 TQ212638 

TQ26 Mitcham Common Pond 24008 TQ285681 

TQ26 Rosebery Pond, Epsom 24003 TQ20770 60466 

TQ27 King George`s Park Lake (Wandsworth) 24020 TQ254743 

TQ27 R Thames - Battersea Br to Wandsworth Br 24422 TQ266765 

TQ27 R Thames - Wandsworth Br to Putney Br 24423 TQ250752 

TQ27 R Wandle - Mill Close to Beddington Park 24309 TQ283652 

TQ27 R Wandle - Mill Close to Goat Bridge 24318 TQ274663 

TQ27 R Wandle - Morden Hall Tram crossing to Wandsworth 24316 TQ260715 

TQ27 Tooting Common 24047 TQ292721 

TQ34 Wire Mill Lake 23007 TQ367416 

 

 

Greatbottom Flash 
(which is very close to Ash 
Vale station) is looking for a 
surveyor. 
 
 

 
If you are interested in checking out any of the sites please do contact me (details at the end of this 
newsletter) and I can send you a site map showing the boundaries of the site. As a reminder this 
survey is carried out on a set Sunday each month and the primary survey period is from 
September through to March although you can, if you wish, record all year as most surveyors do. 
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The Breeding Bird Survey and Waterways Breeding Bird survey (BBS & WBBS) 
 
Here is some data from this summer’s surveys: 

 

 
 
A few surveyors managed to cover the early visit even though the lockdown finished only a couple 
of days before the end of the early visit survey period. Nearly all surveyors managed to cover the 
late visit. A few were unable to do so due to shielding which is quite understandable as the BTO 
only wants people to get involved in surveys if they feel it is safe to do so. 
 
Below are some of the results from this year’s survey. 

  

 
These are the BBS squares needing surveyors in 2021: 
 

Sq added 10km BBS Name BBS Grid Ref More info 

2017 SU93 SE of Haslemere SU9231 If you are interested in a square 
contact me and I will let you have 
the route for the square so that 
you can check it out. 
 
Since lockdown I have been 
going out regularly exploring and 
looking at some of the BBS 
squares.  

 
SU95 Knaphill SU9658 

2019 SU95 S of Pirbright SU9454 
 

SU95 North-east of Fox Corner SU9755 
 

SU96 N of Sunninghill SU9368 
 

SU96 Longcross/Wentworth SU9866 

2019 TQ03 E of Dunsfold TQ0136 
 

TQ03 SE of Cranleigh TQ0837 
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Sq added 10km BBS Name BBS Grid Ref More info 
 

TQ04 Shalford (east ) TQ0146 Some of the squares contain 
some lovely areas for walking 
(and some good birds).  Why not 
go out this winter and look at one 
or more of these BBS squares to 
see if they might be suitable for 
you to cover next year. 
 
Remember this is a survey that 
does need you to be able to 
identify common birds by sight 
and sound so it is a bit more 
specialist than the Wetland Bird 
Survey (WeBS).  If you are not 
too confident about your skills 
then I am planning some training 
next year to help you assess 
your skills.  
 
Why not think about taking on a 
square in a town. Starting with a 
square with fewer species would 
be easier and urban squares are 
just as important as those 
located in the countryside. 
  

 
TQ04 Coverwood (SE of Peaslake) TQ0943 

 
TQ04 N of Holmbury St Mary TQ0945 

 
TQ04 Fowls Copse (N of Cranleigh) TQ0641 

2019 TQ04 NW of Rowly TQ0341 
 

TQ05 East Clandon TQ0751 

2019 TQ05 West Clandon TQ0452 
 

TQ05 East of Jacobs Well TQ0053 
 

TQ05 Woking TQ0059 
 

TQ14 South of Brockham TQ1948 
 

TQ14 South west of Brockham TQ1848 
 

TQ14 South of Westcott TQ1547 
 

TQ24 Reigate TQ2649 
 

TQ24 St Johns (Reigate) TQ2749 

2019 TQ24 S of Reigate TQ2646 

2019 TQ24 Horley TQ2743 
 

TQ25 Gatton TQ2753 
 

TQ25 N of M25 & N of Merstham TQ2854 
 

TQ25 South Merstham TQ2952 
 

TQ25 M23 SE of Chaldon TQ2954 

2017 TQ25 Betchworth TQ2150 
 

TQ25 Betchworth TQ2050 

 
Garden BirdWatch 
 
What about Surrey 

 

This sunburst shows 
the communities of 
birds and other wildlife 
recorded in GBW 
gardens in Surrey. 
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As the BTO Regional Rep for Surrey, the last list I received from the BTO of members and volunteers in 
Surrey contained 915 names. Of those 915 names, 297 people in Surrey had entered some data into 
the GBW database in the last two years. Considering 129 surveyors have joined GBW in Surrey since 
April this is a small number so I am hoping, to persuade you (if you do not already) to get involved and 
enter the birds you see in your garden into the BTO database through GBW. 
 
Why should you get involved: 

The purpose of the scheme is to understand how and why populations of garden birds and other 
wildlife are changing.  By telling the BTO which species visit your garden each week, this will help 
understanding how wildlife uses the food, shelter and other resources in gardens.  Although the 

scheme is called BirdWatch you can choose whether or not to record other wildlife too. 
 
The cost of the BTO GBW Scheme 
Since lockdown the BTO have been extremely generous in relation to the GBW scheme and currently 
allows the first year’s membership for free (although unfortunately only if you are able to get online 
access to the scheme). 
 

What is involved 
Here is much more information on how to carry out the survey https://www.bto.org/our-
science/projects/gbw/taking-part 
 
How to get involved: 
Go to the BTO website and sign up here https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/gbw/join-gbw 
 

Viewing your Records 
The great thing about this survey is that you can view your records.  

 
For example a few weeks 
ago I had a Brambling in my 
garden and I was able to go 
back to my GBW records to 
see when I had last seen a 
Brambling there. Not only can 
you explore records 
individually but you get a 
summary of your results each 
time you go in.  The records 
you can view include all 
species, not just birds. 
 
This Brambling photo is not 
the one on my birdtable but 
was supplied by the BTO 
being taken by Edmund 
Fellowes  

 
Siskin and Bullfinch sightings are wanted 
Kate Risely, BTO Garden BirdWatch Organiser, says, “The observations of BTO Garden BirdWatchers 
provide amazingly detailed information on how birds use our gardens throughout the year. This helps 
us to understand exactly how we can help our garden birds when they most need it, such as by keeping 
feeders filled during cold weather. These regular records also help us to spot when something is 
happening with our garden birds, and we are particularly interested in watching what happens with 
Siskin and Bullfinch numbers this winter”. 
 
The reason: 
The 25 years of GBW observations reveal that two of our most colourful finches were less common in 
gardens through the first half 2020 but things may be about to change. 
 
Siskin, a small, black and yellow-green finch, is normally seen in high numbers in gardens during 

https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/gbw/taking-part
https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/gbw/taking-part
https://www.bto.org/our-science/projects/gbw/join-gbw
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February and March, but remains an uncommon visitor in autumn. Very unusually, this year Siskins 
were seen in very few Garden BirdWatch gardens in spring, but during the last few weeks they have 
been seen in many more gardens than usual. These patterns are probably related to the availability of 
natural foods, notably the seeds of conifer trees, and BTO researchers predict that this winter and next 
spring will be a bumper time for Siskins at bird feeders. 
 
Bullfinch is a large finch, with a black cap and, in the male, beautiful pink breast feathers. Bullfinches 
feed on seeds and are most often seen at garden bird feeders from November through to July. This 
year, however, counts have been lower than normal.  

 

Nest recording – An Article 
 
I have signed up to the Nest Record Scheme and therefore have access to the Nest record for 
where those involved in the scheme can ask for advice or give updates on how their nest recording 
is going. It is fascinating following what is happening over the whole country. Some of the 
contributors write beautifully and this story was added to the Nest record forum earlier this year by 
Mark Lawrence. Mark has kindly given me permission to republish story. I hope you enjoy reading 
it as much as I did. Perhaps it will even get you involved in the scheme! 
 
A guy who I had never met messaged me on FB two years ago asking me to show him a cuckoo in 
the nest. He’s a photographer, not a nester. His photos are top-quality many of which have 
appeared in many publications.. He’s knows nothing about nesting at all. Yes, I said not a problem, 
a bit late this season but will have a look next year 2019.  So during last season’s fieldwork, we 
only found 9 Meadow Pipits but three of them held a Cuckoo. He got wind of this so he messaged 
me asking to see one. And I said no. he was slightly peeved, to say the least, but then I asked, 
what is more important, taking the photograph, or the fieldwork involved in obtaining the chance. 
So I suggested that we both go out next season and try and find one together.  
  

 

So we arranged to meet yesterday 
morning, I had a disastrous night sleeping, 
I woke up at 2.30and couldn’t get back to 
sleep, so I got up at 3.45, so I was up at 
the moors at first light, he was soon 
behind me. So we greeted, and I 
explained the night that I had had, and he 
said his night was even worse, he went to 
bed at 9 pm, woke up at 10.30, and 
couldn’t go back to sleep. Top of his 
bucket list is to see a Cuckoo in a nest, so 
I guess his adrenalin was pumping, I 
thought this was going to be a very 
interesting day. I then explained that the 
chances are very remote, and gave him all 
the statistics of our quest, grim reading. 
 
So we set out, and after a few hours we 
were finding it difficult to get on to 
anything, very little was moving, I didn’t 
see a pipit of lark carrying food all day and 
not one Cuckoo call. Oh dear. Plenty of 
stonechats kicking off, but we haven’t got 
the time. We finally got on to a few pairs of 
Whinchat, and one pair was giving us the  
 
Photo again provided by the BTO and 
taken by Edmund Fellowes 
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right vibe for a nest with young, so after a few position changes and a couple of watch backs, we 
find it with chicks around 8 days old. Lovely, first nest of the day, it was around 9 am now, after a 
bit more of watching lifeless grass we got on to a Willow Warbler with young, took us a while but 
found it in the end. As I told him it did, the secrecy of the nest will blow him away 
   
It was around 11.30 now, and he was starting to flag, and he had left this food in the car, so I said 
let's go back, have a munch, and then have an hour over the other side before wrapping it up. His 
Cuckoo dream was starting to crumble. So we arrived over the other side and again failed to get on 
to any Pipits. I picked a up a Stonechat off eggs so watched her. Halfway through the chase he 
turns and says, Sorry Mark, I’ve got to go, mate, I’m so tired, and I said well lets at least find this 
Stonechat, which happened to be ready to go back. After a mass gathering of aged ramblers 
ambling past at that critical moment we finally watched it disappear behind some tall gorse bush 
never to reappear. 
 
So we go across and I say, stay behind me and watch for the bird leaving the nest, so I start 
tapping and he says, yeah, a bird just left in front of you, so I look at the bird that’s flying away, but 
it's not a Stonechat, it’s a Meadow Pipit. 
 
I couldn’t flush the Stonechat off, so said “where did your MP come from”, so he guided me in and I 
found the nest straight away, then turned to him and said congratulations, you’ve just found your 
first Meadow Pipit’s nest, I could see there were chicks in the nest, but then after looking more 
closely, there was only one chick in the nest with two eggs, and another egg just outside of the 
nest cup. You couldn’t make it up. So I turned to him and said, “There’s a Cuckoo in it”. 
 
I have never witnessed a nesting rush like it, it was like a bomb going off, he was flying, and his 
elation was overwhelming, he said he never would have thought that he would ever see this in his 
lifetime; that immense pleasure was flowing through him. His hairs were standing on end, you had 
to be there, and you had to see it. And I said to him “this is the purest of nesting porn you’ll ever 
encounter, but you must experience the pain first”. 
 
Filled with memories, I’m sure his photograph will mean so much more to him now. 

 
Learning more about birds 
 
A Youtube Tutorial 
 

 

Do you struggle to tell apart the birds in your garden 
based on their song?  BTO's Training Manager, Nick 
Moran, teaches you which bird is which. 
 
Follow this link  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFFgJk1PU_B
OgTRKPgVTN-xVs2Xm26djb 
 
It is a really good time to start learning bird song as the 
number of species singing gradually increases over the 
winter. 
 

 

Surrey Bird Club field trips 
 
You do not have to be a bird club member to come along although members get priority as places 
are limited. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFFgJk1PU_BOgTRKPgVTN-xVs2Xm26djb
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFFgJk1PU_BOgTRKPgVTN-xVs2Xm26djb
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Website: btosurrey.co.uk  
Contact details: 
Regional Representative  Penny Williams   Email: penny@btosurrey.co.uk  
Tel: 01276 857736  Address: Bournbrook House, Sandpit Hall Road, Chobham, GU24 8HA 
Regional Ambassador  Debbie Hodges   Email: debbie@btosurrey.co.uk 
Regional Organiser (Herons) Ray Phillips  Email: ray@btosurrey.co.uk 
Regional Organiser (BWWM) Allan Goddard  Email: allan@btosurrey.co.uk 
Garden BirdWatch Ambassador Peter Almond  Email: peter@btosurrey.co.uk 
Regional Ambassador   Andrew Lockett  Email: andrew@btosurrey.co.uk 
responsible for Website and mapping      

Also these field trips will only take place if the current lockdown restrictions are lifted allowing small 
groups to meet.  Attendance on a field trip is only possible if you are allocated one of the available 
places (the club tries to have more than one leader for the trip so more places are available in 
allocated groups) so please apply for a place.   
To apply for a place(s) e-mail Ed Hilton the Field Meetings Officer 
(fieldmeetings@surreybirdclub.org.uk ) stating how many places you want to book and supply an 
emergency contact number. Alternatively you can phone Ed (07793 025503). Surrey Bird Club 
Members will get priority with places being allocated on a first come first served basis. Non-
Members will initially be placed on the reserve list. 
 
Saturday 12th December 2020, London Wetland Centre 
Queen Elizabeth's Walk, Barnes, London SW13 9WT.  
Meet in the visitor car park at 9.30 am. 
This field trip will only take place if the WWT hides are open. Unless you are a WWT member you 
will have to pay for entry. 
Main Leader Penny Williams 
 
Sunday 31st January 2021  Holmethorpe:  
Meet at 9 am at the AquaSports Centre, Mercers Country Park, at the east end of Mercers Lake. 
(RH1 4EU TQ301517).  If the gate to Mercers Country Park is open, it is accessed from Nutfield 
Marsh Road. However, if it is still locked at 9 am, park at the west end of Mercers Lake, along 
Holmesdale Avenue, and walk the 10-15 minutes along the southern edge of Mercers Lake, to get 
to AquaSports. 
Co-Leaders Ian Kehl and Gordon Hay 
 
Sunday 21st February 2021 Papercourt Lake and Marshes 
Meet at 2.30 at the car park in Tannery Lane, Send GU23 7EF TQ031563. 
Late start is in the hope of finding owls 
Leader Carey Lodge 
 

Contributions to this Newsletter please 
 
We would love to include an article or two from BTO surveyors giving a surveyor’s perspective on 
carrying out a survey to encourage involvement.  If you would like to write such an article please 
contact Penny Williams. 
 
If you know of any events of interest to birders in Surrey and the surrounding area please also let 
us know.  This newsletter is published twice a year – spring and autumn – but we can also let our 
members and volunteers know by e-mail if the event does not fit in with the newsletter publication. 
 

mailto:debbie@btosurrey.co.uk
mailto:ray@btosurrey.co.uk
mailto:allan@btosurrey.co.uk
mailto:peter@btosurrey.co.uk
mailto:andrew@btosurrey.co.uk
mailto:fieldmeetings@surreybirdclub.org.uk

